Mimicking the description of spinning particles in General Relativity, the Fermat Principle is extended to spinning photons. Linearization of the resulting Papapetrou-Souriau type equations yields the semiclassical model used recently to derive the "Optical Hall Effect". The shift of the planes of the incident and refracted (resp. reflected) light found by Onoda, Murakami and Nagaosa is recovered from calculating the classical scattering.
Introduction
In traditional geometrical optics, light's trajectory is determined by the Fermat principle. Polarization is just carried along, but has no influence on the motion of light [1] . It has been found recently, however, that the Snell-Descartes law requires correction for polarized light : the plane of the refracted (or reflected) ray is shifted perpendicularly to that of the incident ray, see (3.4) below. This "Hall Effect for light" would come from a Magnus-type interaction between the refractive medium and the photon's polarization [2, 3] , described in a semiclassical framework, posited by analogy with similar theories of a Bloch electron [4] and the related models for the anomalous [5] and the Spin-Hall effects [6] , respectively. The clue is to include a Berry-type term which represents a feedback from the polarization and modifies the light's trajectory.
In this Letter, we argue that the deviation of polarized light from the trajectory predicted by ordinary geometrical optics is indeed analogous to the deviation of a spinning particle from geodesic motion in General Relativity. (The necessity to modify geometrical optics so as to include spin was advocated by Souriau [7] , but his ideas have not been appreciated so far.) The resulting equations, (2.3)-(2.4) below, are reminiscent of those of Papapetrou and Souriau [8] . Dropping spin yields the usual Fermat equations and Souriau's theory [7] is recovered if the refractive index is constant. Linearizing our general equations yields (2.11) below, valid in a slowly varying isotropic medium and equivalent to those in [2, 3] . Then both the Snell-Descartes angle-law and the "Hall" shift of Onoda et al. are derived calculating the classical counterpart of the S-matrix [7] .
Here we limit ourselves to the main ideas and results. See [9] for an extended, geometrical version.
Fermat principle for the spinning photon
The Fermat Principle of geometrical optics says that light in an isotropic medium of refractive index n = n(r) propagates along curves that minimize the optical length. Light rays are hence geodesics of the "optical" metric g ij = n 2 (r)δ ij . To extend this theory to spin we consider the bundle of direct orthonormal 3-frames over (a portion of) 3-space viewed as a Riemannian manifold endowed with the metric g ij above. At each point of 3-space an (w.r.t. the metric) orthonormal frame is given by three orthogonal vectors U i , V i , W i of unit length that span unit volume. (Indices are lowered and raised using the metric.)
We stress that the [6-dimensional] frame bundle we are using here is a mere artifact that allows us to define a variational formalism. Eliminating unphysical degrees of freedom will leave us with 4 independent physical variables. Introducing the covariant exterior derivative associated with the metric,
where the real numbers ω > 0 and s are interpreted [7] as the color and spin, respectively. Here τ is some parameter along the ray. Eqn. (2.1) is, of course, supplemented with the constaints
, which express that our frame is orthonormal. The spin tensor is
√ gǫ ijk S jk = sU i , is the spin vector. For the photon s = ±1, but we shall keep it arbitrary for future convenience. The first term here is [ω times] the usual optical length; the second, "Wess-Zumino-type" [10] term, that arises naturally in the geometric framework of [9] , corresponds to the Berry connection. It is indeed analogoues to the torsion term introduced by Polyakov [11] . The Euler-Lagrange equations of (2.1) are given by the kernel of the exact two-form derived from (2.1), defined on the frame bundle [9] ,
Here the matrix R(S) ℓ k = R ℓ ijk S ij represents the interaction of spin with the curvature, responsible for tidal forces. Unlike the Lagrangean (2.1) which "lives" on the frame bundle, Ω descends as a closed two-form to the [5-dimensional] spherical tangent bundle which has coordinates U i (U i U i = 1) and x i . Then a lengthy calculation [9] yields the Papapetrou-Souriau type [8] equations,
where E ij is the Einstein tensor E ij = R ij − (1/2)Rg ij . Due to the spin-metric coupling, the direction of the velocity differs, in general, from that of spin, whose evolution is given by (2.4). For the optical metric,
and denoting the derivative w.r.t. τ by a "dot", our Lagrangian (2.1) can also be presented using ordinary-space notations and introducing the momentum, p, as
Then the kernel of Ω = dp i ∧ dx i − s 2 ǫ ijk u i du j ∧ du k , yields the equations of motion,
where a = 1 + (s 2 /ω 2 ) ((grad (1/n)) 2 − (1/n)∆(1/n)) and
Spin evolution (actually hidden in the p-equation (2.7)), is
These equations describe spinning light in an inhomogeneous medium. If the medium is spherically symmetric, n = n(r), conserved angular momentum is readily derived from the symplectic form using that p transforms as a vector,
(2.9) (i) For s = 0 we have p 2 = n 2 ω 2 , a = 1 and Ap = p. Introducing the arc length dσ = nωdτ , we recognize the usual Fermat equations, ndr/dσ = p/ω, d(p/ω)/dσ = grad n.
(ii) In a homogeneous medium, n = const . we get, for any color and spin, ω and s, respectively, the same equations: light propagates along straight lines parallel to p = nωu.
The variable r used so far has been an arbitrary point of the light ray. The ray itself can be labeled by the coordinates u and q = r − (u · r) u, which is in fact the shortest vector drawn from the origin to the ray, orthogonal to the unit vector u. It can be thought of as the "position" of the ray. This 4-dimensional manifold M, described by u and q, has the topology of the tangent bundle of the two-sphere and the 2-form Ω descends to it as the symplectic
The second, monopole-like term here is the Berry curvature, s 2 ǫ ijk p i dp j ∧ dp k /p 3 , of the semiclassical models [3, 2] since now p/p = u. The vector q belongs to the plane perpendicular to u; in an orthonormal basis in that plane, q = (q 1 , q 2 ). Remarkably, the coordinates do not Poisson-commute,
The model is invariant w.r.t. the Euclidean group SE(3) consisting of space translations and rotations. The associated conserved quantities are the linear momentum, p = nωu, and the angular momentum, (2.9), which is now J = r × p + sp/p. The spin vector, being proportional to the momentum, is hence also conserved.
Our model can be derived from first principles [9] , namely by minimal gravitational coupling of a classical spinning photon, itself constructed by the orbit method [7] . The three-dimensional Euclidean group E(3) acts indeed transitively and symplectically on the 4-manifold M of light rays introduced above which can therefore be identified with a coadjoint orbit of E(3) endowed with its canonical symplectic structure [7] . For p = nω > 0 that we tacitly assume, the Casimir invariants of the orbit read C = p 2 = (nω) 2 and C ′ = |J · p| = |s|p.
(iii) In a slowly varying inhomogeneous medium terms which involve second-order derivatives and quadratic expressions in grad (1/n) can be neglected. Now
In p-terms, p 2 ≈ n 2 ω 2 , and the general equations (2.6)-(2.7) reduce approximately tȯ
In the case of spherical symmetry, the general angular momentum (2.9) reduces, up to the approximately conserved extra term (s 2 /ω)grad (1/n) × u, to the expression used in [2] ,
Classical scattering and the optical Hall effect
Let us now turn to the situation when two homogeneous media with different refractive indices are separated by an interface at z = 0. Before and after refraction, light travels on straight lines in a medium with index n = const. as in the theory outlined above; it is only at the interface where n is discontinuous that the general theory is needed. Solving the full equations of motion exactly would require detailed description of the interface. This can be avoided, though : it is in fact enough to calculate the classical counterpart of the quantum S-matrix [7] . Refraction and reflection -or, more generally, the effect of any optical instrument -can indeed be understood as a symplectic mapping S that intertwines the symmetries of the incoming and outgoing systems, both described by a symplectic manifold considered in (ii) of Section 2. In both cases, the interface breaks the E(3) symmetry down to an E(2) subgroup. In each parts, the residual conserved quantities, namely the z-component of angular momentum and planar linear momentum, are
where N = (0, 0, 1) is the normal to the interface. Remarkably, the conservation laws (3.1)-(3.2), together with the Casimir invariants allow us to determine the "classical S matrix" , i.e., the symplectic map (q 2 , p 2 ) = S(q 1 , p 1 ). Firstly, conservation of the planar momentum in (3.2) implies that p 2 = p 1 + λN. Hence, for the incomming and outgoing angles, θ 1 and θ 2 , respectively, p 1 sin θ 1 = p 2 sin θ 2 . But p = nω, and the validity of the Snell-Descartes law, n 2 sin θ 2 = n 1 sin θ 1 for a refraction, and θ 2 = π − θ 1 for a reflection, is extended also for a spinning photon. Using the Casimirs one finds
(Note that a negative quantity under the root would mean total reflection.) Seeking q 2 in the form q 2 = q 1 + µp 1 + νN + ρN × p 1 , from the conservation of angular momentum, (3.1), we find, for non-normal incidence,
Letting N×p 1 go to zero (normal incidence) shows that necessarily s 2 = s 1 for a refraction, and s 2 = −s 1 for a reflection. A rather tedious calculation [9] allows us to determine all coefficients for non-normal incidence,
Choosing q 1 = 0 provides us finally with the formula for the transverse shift valid for both refraction and reflection and consistent with that of Onoda et al. [2] ,
Relation to previous work
Putting p → p/ω and τ → ωτ , our linearized equations (2.11) become those proposed on phenomenological grounds [3] . The relation to the model of Onoda et al. [2] is more complicated. In their approach polarization is an additional variable, represented by the two-component complex vector, z = (z a ), belonging to the fundamental representation of su (2) . Their equations can be written as
where k is the wave vector and Λ ab (k), (a = ±) is the su(2)-valued non-abelian Berry connection vector potential with curvature Ω = σ 3 k/k 3 . The latter being diagonal in su(2), The model of Onoda et al. is seemingly more general than ours. We observe, though, that their polarization only yields an effective spin coefficient, s = (z|σ 3 |z), in front of the Berry term in (4.1). Owing to the diagonal form of their Berry connection, "chirality", defined as ±1 eigenvectors of σ 3 , is conserved. It follows that their |z a | 2 s are separately conserved for both values of a = ±, which implies in turn that their s is a conserved quantity just like our spin. Their theory splits indeed into two copies of our model only coupled through conserved spin.
Conclusion and outlook
Mimicking the theory of spinning particles in curved spacetime [8] , we generalized Fermat's Principle to spinning light. Our "mechanical" model is based on the Lagrangian (2.1), defined on an extended space containing unphysical variables. The still redundant but convenient 5-dimensional "r−u" [or "r−p"] type descriptions can be viewed as Souriau's "espace d'évolution". Factoring out the kernel of Ω yields at last the 4-dimensional "space of light rays" we denote by M. The latter can be viewed as a kind of "abstract phase space" (more precisely, the "espace des mouvements" for light. We observe that, according to (2.5) and (2.6) [and also their linearized version (2.11)], momentum and spin, p and (s/n)u, as well as momentum and velocity, p andṙ, are no more parallel if the medium is inhomogeneous, cf. [5, 6] . Velocity and spin are approximately parallel by (2.3). Spin and momentum are essentially the same (just as for a spinning particle in the plane).
We did not consider the polarization in our framework. Let us mention that the complex vector z = (v + iχw)/ √ 2, where χ = sign s is the helicity would provide us with a (necessarily circular) polarization. Elliptic polarization could only come at the quantum level, namely by forming wave packets.
As long as we only want to describe the trajectories of light, polarization is a secondary quantity though, whose only role is to generate spin, which in turn deviates the trajectory from that of conventional geometrical optics. It is hence more appropriate to speak of spinning light than of polarized light.
For refraction and reflection |s| is conserved in both frameworks we consider. Changing incoming circularly polarized light into an elliptically polarized outgoing one [1] requires splitting the light into reflected and transmitted parts, which is clearly inconsistent with semiclassical models. The validity of our equations depends on that of the 1-particle picture. The question could only be decided by deriving it from a physically more fundamental theory. We derived our model from first principles [9] . The spin term in our Lagrangian (2.1) comes, in particular, from choosing a potential for the extra term in the symplectic form. The spin flip s → −s found for a reflection corresponds to a symplectic mapping between two components of the orbits of E(3), labeled by s i = ±1 [9] . While in the semiclassical theory [2, 3] the "monopole" term arose as a Berry curvature, in our approach here it comes from the orbit construction. This is understood as follows. Quantization of our classical model yields wave functions whose Berry curvature reproduces in turn the extra term in the symplectic form.
Our theory is neither relativistic nor non-relativistic, since time does not appear at all: our model is based on the Euclidean group alone. Our orbits can, however, be extended to zero-mass spinning orbits of the Galilei group (see [7] ).
The shift formula (3.4) is deduced from the classical scattering, calculated using the symmetries. Onoda et al. [2] also use the conservation of angular momentum [as well as the usual the Snell-Descartes angle law]. Their angular momentum, (2.12) , is valid where their equations (4.1)-(4.2)-(4.3) hold. It coincides with our (2.9) when the refractive index is constant (as before and after scattering), but not near the interface, where n varies rapidly. The transverse shift for reflection has been predicted and observed long time ago [12] .
